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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 
 
 
We receive with concerns the information from FLO about the Permissions to Trade Orange Juice and 

certifications to the complex Cocamar/Dreyfus and we want to share with receivers of this letter which of these 

concern us most, the consequences we believe derive from these certifications, all leading to LOSS OF 

CREDIBILITY of the FLO System. We also give our recommendation of immediate actions to be taken. 
 
FLO Cert has been admittedly taking a casual approach towards the certifications of these companies Cocamar 

and Dreyfus as if it were routinely dealing with multi-billion Euros small growers organizations and tens of 

billions Euros processors and exporters, those of the kind “too large to fail”, those of the kind “ of high predatory 

potential” . 
 
Under the current scenario of enormous pressures, it is becoming noticeable that FLO rules and regulations are 

loaded with loopholes and whenever these are challenged by powerful interests, FLO Authorities have recently 

decided not to use the FLO Principles as guidelines for decisions, regardless the detrimental consequences to 

other operators. 
 
Requested by several FLO producer operators to verify about different points, FLO Cert’s Quality 

Management admittedly recognized some obnoxious facts and inconsistencies of FLO Certs decisions, and 

about others it did not express itself. Let us go over some of the critical issues: 
 
1- Incomplete Audit:  
FLO Cert admits the preliminary audit of Cocamar was incomplete and insufficient to minimally qualify 

Cocamar (a cooperative of over 3 thousand growers) within the Small Farmers Standards. In spite of this, FLO 

Cert gave Cocamar it´s Permisstion to Trade. 
 
Right here we have the issue “too large to fail” playing, as the potential production of FLO Orange Juice of the 

complex Cocamar/Dreyfus exceeds the entire worldwide demand for FLO orange juice, which has been supplied 

better than sufficiently by truly and unquestionable FLO Small Farmers producer organizations, and who are 

currently in a situation of oversupplies of FLO Orange Juice. 
 
If not properly investigated and clarified what FLO Cert has actually done during this preliminary audit of 

Cocamar, there is no confirmation of the veracity of the facts and evidences of proper compliance with the 

specifications of the Flo Cert. 
 
We believe immediate lifting or revoking of Cocamar’s Permission to Trade should take place up until it can be 

reasonably justified. 

 
2-Zeroing of past Cocamar non conformities  
As customer of FLO-Cert since 1998, Cocamar was suspend 3 times and finally de- certified about 20 months 

ago. As it recently applied for a new certification, FLO Cert strangely decided for zeroing the previous non 

conformities, thereby FLO Cert pretending to exempted itself from verifying whether corrective actions were 

taken to resolve old non-conformities. 
 
According to FLO Cert, it disregarded at this time the past non compliances of Cocamar, mainly associated 

with lack of transparency the way Fair Trade Minimum Price and Premiums were carried out with its grower 

members. The reason given by FLO Cert is because Cocamar is now certified under “different 
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category”. FLO Cert did not say a word about environmental, labor, social and pesticide issues either, mandatory 

for any FLO certifications. 
 
Furthermore, the new “provisory” certification of Cocamar was given with the lowest bar of compliance -Year 0-

, despite Cocamar being in in/out from the system now for 14 years. This flexibility is brutally unfair with all 

other operators, is unacceptable towards the FLO rules for additional requirements of compliance the longer 

operators are in the System and creates a dangerous precedent. 
 
We believe immediate lifting or revoking of Cocamar’s Permission to Trade should take place up until these 

issues can be reasonably justified. 
 
3-Sale of Cocamar citrus assets to Dreyfus  
The sale of it´s citrus assets to Dreyfus was made public by Cocamar in December 2011, in which occasion we 

passed the information to FLO as a relevant fact. The due diligence works made by Dreyfus took place during 

the first quarter 2012 and the deal became effective end of March 2012. FLO Cert gave Cocamar Permission to 

Trade in April 2012. 
 
FLO Cert alleges it did not know about this deal before giving out the Permission to Trade though admitting it 

was Cocamar´s obligation to inform about a fact of such relevance, which it did not comply with. In the other 

hand we have not heard what FLO did with our notifications of this relevant fact, which we sent twice: first time 

when the deal was announced, second time when the deal became effective and both times well in advance, 

before the Permission to Trade was given by FLO Cert to Cocamar. 
 
We believe immediate lifting or revoking of Cocamar’s Permission to Trade should take place up until these 

issues can be reasonably justified. 

 
4-Contracts between small growers and Cocamar growers and the complex Cocamar/Dreyfuss are 

underperforming FLO Minimum price.  
Dreyfus acquired Cocamar´s citrus assets, including it´s members fruit production for next 10 years. Thereby, 

Dreyfus having exclusive rights over the fruit, Cocamar grower members have no autonomy to further decide 

about the placement over its fruit production as it is already sold to Dreyfus. 
 
Under their contracting, Dreyfus granted a price of USD4,80 delivered plant in the first 2 year, equivalent to 

about USD4,30 per box ex-works. For the subsequent years, there is no price guaranteed to the growers. 

Therefore, at no time the growers are guaranteed the FLO minimum price. 
 
It was Cocamar´s grower members’ decision to sell their industrial assets and their fruit productions to Dreyfus 

and there was nothing for us all to argue about up until Cocamar applied for revival of it´s FLO certification. 
 
Once it applied for the revival of it´s FLO certification, it became FLO-Cert´s obligation to check whether 

Cocamar growers were properly granted the FLO minimum price and premium in the contracting of the fruit. 

According to the available information until now, this fundamental obligation of FLO Cert was obviously not 

performed and yet the Permissions to Trade were given by FLO Cert to Cocamar (the seller) and to Dreyfus (the 

buyer of the fruit). 
 
We believe immediate lifting or revoking of Cocamar’s and Drefus’ Permissions to Trade should take place up 

until these issues can be reasonably justified. 
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5-The Permssions to Trade/Certifications of Cocamar and Dreyfus came at the same time as a new 

interpretation by FLO Certs about minimum FLO price and FLO premium for Orange Juice. 
 
This new interpretation created enough room and flexibility to allow certain operators to dump prices of FLO 

Orange Juice and practice predatory competition. Coincidently, this new interpretation about min. price and 

premium gives the interdependent Cocamar-Dreyfus arrangement ideal conditions for predatory practicing . 
 
According to FLO Cert’s announcement, Dreyfus as FLO licensed processor and exporter, will only be obliged 

to perform payment of the FLO minimum price of fruit (USD5/box) and premium (USD0,55/box). Beyond this, 

Dreyfus is authorized to sell the FLO Orange Juice at any price. This way, again, FLO Cert is opening the doors 

for dumping and predatory practices. 
 
In the other hand, all small growers organizations who process their fruit and export themselves their production 

of Orange Juice have to perform to their grower members both the payments of FLO minimum price of fruit and 

the FLO premium, while from their customers they have to collect both the FLO minimum price and premium 

for the Juice, respectively USD2200/tFOB and USD200/ton COJ. In other words, Fairtrade small growers 

organizations progressing towards Fairtrade goals were suddenly and literally penalized by the Fairtrade 

System. 
 
Furthermore, during all our 13 years existence as licensed FLO importer, we were permanently and adamantly 

inspected by FLO Cert for the observance of the payments to our suppliers of FLO minimum prices and 

premiums for the Juice we buy. FLO Cert suddenly coming with the strange new reading about the issue is 

contradictory at the least. 
 
With this move, FLO Cert literally installed the conditions for practicing of “unequal rights, “unfair competition” 

and “highly predatory actions” within the FLO System, 
 
With  this  move,  FLO  Cert  is  threatening  to  death  all  small  existing  growers  organizations.  Instead  of  
“promoting the empowering of small growers groups”, or any of the Fairtrade most basic Fundaments, 

INDIGNITY and DESPERATION. 
 
Pretending to say the FLO Minimum FCOJ and FLO Premium was not the prevailing norm until 

Cocamar/Dreyfus certifications were issued, on July 20th 2012 FLO E.v. circulated a consultation for change in 

minimum price requirements for Orange Juice and a final decision will be done only September 2012 and, 

therefore allowing enough time for damages to happen and predators to acquire their rights. 
 
We believe immediate lifting or revoking of Cocamar’s Permission to Trade should take place up until these 

issues can be reasonably justified. 

 
6-Principal Agent Information Asymetry  
Dreyfus controls the whole supply chain, from fruit production to final delivery of juices. This creates a Principal 

Agent Information Asymmetry about costs towards the growers and the FLO system. FLO Cert did not take 

preventive measures towards this asymmetry and thereby created additional room for predatory market practices, 

in a much more aggravated way than often seen in conventional orange juice market. 
 
We believe immediate lifting or revoking of Cocamar’s Permission to Trade should take place up until these 

issues can be reasonably justified. 
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7-Legal vulnerabilities and unrest  
The questionable certifications of the complex Cocamar/Dreyfus created several legal vulnerabilities to the 

system. We highlight some of them: 
 
The special FLO Cert ruling, allowing Dreyfus to sell FLO Orange Juice below the FLO minimum price and 

FLO Premium created conditions of Force Majeur and associated with it the risks of non performance of 

contracts and agreements made by other operators before this special ruling was published. 
 
The inconsistencies of these certifications may result in legal battles and credibility exposures to the Fairtrade 

consumers and partners, which will be detrimental to those who invested in FLO certified products along years. 
 
As not all other operators are allowed to sell bellow FLO minimum price and Premium for Orange Juice, the new 

FLO Cert ruling about FLO minimum prices and premium created a market reserve for Dreyfus, at the expense 

of other operators. 
 
Furthermore, the door was opened by FLO Cert, dumping and predatory practices, legal vulnerabilities, 

economically and morally exposing small growers cooperatives to brutal constrains.  
Once these small growers cooperatives and associations are kicked out from the market, they will miss the 

budget to survive. It´s a one way step out. 
 
Once the production season already started, it will not take too long, maybe less than one month, before 

the first victims of these circumstances will be noticed. This is a very large crop, there are oversupplies of 

Orange Juices, both conventional and Fairtrade. The oligopoly Dreyfus/Cutrale/Citrosuco will by far not take all 

the fruit available and specially the small farmers will not find placement for their produce. This is precisely the 

kind of situation when Faitrade makes all the difference to Small Farmers. Yet, preventing Small Farmers 

from having their outlet in the Fairtrade System favor of others that have other possibilities, this it is 

exactly what Fairtrade is accomplishing to do. This is a scandal per se. 
 
We believe immediate lifting or revoking of Cocamar’s Permission to Trade should take place up until these 

issues can be reasonably justified. 
 
Under these circumstances of 

reckless rulings by the FLO 

stakeholders. 

 
questionable certifications, legal uncertainties resulting from unilateral and 

Authorities and an imminent scandal, we foresee severe losses to all FLO 

 
For those who are legitimately interested to know more about the social and economic information about the 

Brazilian citrus business and the world wide supply/disappearance/inventory history and current situation of 

the orange juice market, we will assist. 
 
Sincerely yours, 
 
 
Fair and Organic Products Trading b.v. 
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